EXPRESSCLUSTER X SingleServerSafe resolves the failure caused by application operating on virtual machine!

Automatic restart in case of system failure

Can be used as a replacement for vSphere App HA which is already terminated.
(Reference: VMware KB 2108249)

1. Easy installation
   ✓ Simple operation with setup command

2. Easy setting and management with GUI
   ✓ English, Japanese and Chinese are supported.
   ✓ Also, vSphere Client is supported.

3. Automatic restart in case of application error or no response
   ✓ Oracle, SQLServer, MySQL, DB2, PostgresSQL, IIS, Apache Tomcat, Apache HTTP Tomcat, and many other applications are supported. (Agent is required)

Without SingleServerSafe
- Operation stops.
- Manual recovery is required.

With SingleServerSafe
- Operation continues.
- Automatically restarts.

Followings are possible; Application restart
- Service restart
- Virtual machine restart

Followings are impossible; Application restart
- Service restart
- Virtual machine restart
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